Proteins might have considerable structural similarities even when no evolutionary relationship of their sequences can be detected. This property is often referred to as the proteins sharing only a``fold''. Of course, there are also sequences of common origin in each fold, called a``superfamily'', and in them groups of sequences with clear similarities, designated``family''. Developing algorithms to reliably identify proteins related at any level is one of the most important challenges in the fast growing ®eld of bioinformatics today. However, it is not at all certain that a method pro®cient at ®nding sequence similarities performs well at the other levels, or vice versa.
Introduction
As the genome projects proceed, we are presented with an exponentially increasing number of protein sequences without any knowledge of their structure or biochemical function. Since structure and function determination is a non-trivial task even for a single protein, the best way to gain understanding of all these sequences is if we can relate them to other proteins with known properties by searching databases. Improving these algorithms is one of the fundamental challenges in bioinformatics today. By determining how sequences are related to known proteins we can make predictions of their structural, functional and evolutionary features. The relationships between proteins span a broad range, from the case of almost identical sequences to apparently unrelated sequences sharing only rough 3D structure. This poses different challenges to the detection algorithms used, a method excellent at ®nding sequence E-mail address of the corresponding author: arne@biokemi.su.se Abbreviations used: HMM, hidden Markov model; Scop, the Structural Classi®cation of Proteins database; family, protein domains that are closely related having a common origin according to Scop; superfamily, protein domains of probable common origin according to Scop; fold, protein domains that have major structural similarities according to Scop. similarity might not perform very well in the case of only structural relationship, or vice versa.
Here we have compared the performance of various recognition methods on different levels of similarity, extending earlier studies by (i) completely separating relationship levels; (ii) including more categories of sequence recognition methods; and (iii) including fold recognition (threading) methods. This has resulted in new insight how to best utilize evolutionary and structural information as well as ideas on the relative merits of different methods.
Using Scop as a similarity benchmark
During the last few years several excellent studies have changed the view of the best methods to detect relationship between proteins. These studies differ in detail but have one common nominator, they use the Scop classi®cations by Murzin et al. (1995) , to create a benchmark used in evaluating the performance of different recognition methods. Scop is a hierarchical scheme where each protein domain is classi®ed into a family which in turn belongs to a superfamily that is a subclassi®cation of the fold category. The Scop database is to a large extent hand tuned by Alexei Murzin, giving the following explanations to the levels: proteins sharing family have a``clear evolutionary relationship''; those within a superfamily are of``probable common evolutionary origin''; while the fold level is characterized by``major structural similarity''. This manual classi®cation of the proteins makes Scop independent of any speci®c sequence or structure comparison algorithm and thereby ideal for comparison between such methods, further Scop is considered to be of a very high quality.
Three earlier studies (Abagyan & Batalov, 1997; Brenner et al., 1998; L. Arvestad et al., unpublished results) of sequence comparison methods have resulted in a rather clear picture with some important conclusions: (i) The common method of describing similarity as fraction identical residues should be abandoned. (ii) The exact choice of parameters such as gap-penalties are crucial when choosing the best methods; and (iii) heuristic methods such as FASTA Pearson & Lipman, 1988; Pearson, 1995) and BLAST2 (Altschul et al., 1997) , do not perform as well as methods using the optimal alignments. These studies differ in the hierarchical level of Scop used: Brenner et al. (1998) chose the superfamily classi®cation, Abagyan & Batalov (1997) the fold level, while L. Arvestad et al. (unpublished results) studied both fold and family classi®-cations. In practice, however, all three studies compared the power of methods to identify relationships within a family. This is because the hits on, e.g. fold level include pairs on superfamily and family level. For obvious reasons it is much easier to identify proteins within a common family; therefore, this part will dominate the correctly identi®ed pairs. In several other studies the Scop classi®cation has also been used to compare different fold recognition methods (Rice & Eisenberg, 1997; Hargbo & Elofsson, 1999) . In these cases all hits within a family (or superfamily) were ignored. To extend our understanding of different search methods we have made a complete separation of different levels in the classi®cation. We have thus discarded family hits when studying superfamilies and ignored both family/superfamily hits when judging fold level performance. This makes it possible to distinguish methods performing well on different levels in the Scop hierarchy.
Evolutionary information improves detection
Even within a group of proteins with a common origin, a single pair of sequences can differ quite substantially in composition. For many years it has been assumed that the use of evolutionary information to create a multiple sequence alignment helps detecting such distant relationships. However, it is only recently this was clearly shown to be true using a large and comprehensive benchmark (Park et al., 1997 (Park et al., , 1998 . In the latter of these studies it was shown that including evolutionary information detects three times as many remote homologues at the same false positive rate. They also concluded the best way of employing multiple sequence information was to use it in the iterative SAM-T98 hidden Markov model. In a similar study, not using Scop but CATH, Orengo et al. (1997) , as the reference databases, Salamov et al. (1999a) found results similar to the ones by Park et al. (1998) .
There are several quite different ways of using evolutionary information (see Figure 1) . One possibility, used in e.g. PFAM (Sonnhammer et al., 1997) , is to start from a family already aligned and then search for more members belonging to the same set. PSI-BLAST and the hidden Markov models used by Park et al. (1998) utilize an iterative approach that starts from a single sequence, ®nd all related sequences and create a multiple sequence alignment. From this alignment a new iteration is started and this procedure is repeated until it converges. A third alternative is to consider two proteins to be related if they are identi®ed by the search algorithm directly or if they both are found to be related to a third protein domain Park et al., 1997; Abagyan & Batalov 1997; Salamov et al., 1999b; L. Arvestad et al., unpublished results) . All these methods have different strengths; the direct search method is clearly fastest with a runtime linear to the size of the database, while the iterative method should be at least n times slower, n being the number of iterations made. Often the method is even slower as for the iterative searches a larger database is used. The last method should only be a factor two slower, but also in this case a larger database for the intermediate search is common, making it substantially slower than the direct approach.
Fold recognition
There are many proteins with similar structure where no obvious homology has been detected. Methods developed to identify this structural relationship are often referred to as fold recognition (or threading) methods. They can roughly be divided in two categories; prediction-based methods, (Sheridan et al., 1985; Rice & Eisenberg, 1997; Di Franscesco et al., 1997; Rost et al., 1997; Hargbo & Elofsson, 1999) and structural methods (Bowie et al., 1991; Jones et al., 1992; Flo È ckner et al., 1997) . Besides these two categories it is of course possible to use purely sequence-based methods even for fold recognition (Karplus et al., 1997) , or combine several approaches (Elofsson et al., 1996) .
The structure-based methods differ from all others described here, since they do not directly use any sequence information to detect whether two proteins share a fold or not. Instead they create an energy function describing how well a probe sequence matches a target fold. The energy function is often obtained from a database of known protein structures and may for instance describe the environment of each residue (Bowie et al., 1991) , or the probability of ®nding two residues at a certain distance from each other (Jones et al., 1992; Flo È ckner et al., 1997) .
Proteins having a similar fold by de®nition also have very similar secondary structure, meaning that even when amino acid compositions are unrelated the secondary structure should largely be the same within a fold. Since secondary structure can be predicted with an accuracy of more than 70 % today (Rost & Sander, 1993) , several attempts have been made to use this information to improve fold recognition methods Rice & Eisenberg, 1997; Rost et al., 1997; Hargbo & Elofsson, 1999) . These methods add a positive score to the sequence alignment score if the predicted secondary structure for a certain residue Figure 1 . Different ways of using multiple sequence information. Each circle represents a family member and the distance between two circles represents some arbitrary scoring distance. The ®lled circle is the query sequence that is used as a start for the database search. (i) A pairwise alignment algorithm; would ®nd all pairs within a certain distance in scoring space from the query sequence. (ii) A two-step method: would then use all these sequences to create a multiple sequence alignment and then perform a search using the pro®le. This search would ®nd all proteins within a certain distance from the center of the sequences included in the pro®le. (iii) In an iterative method: the search starts from a query protein to ®nd the closest relatives and then creates the pro®le from this to do another search, etc. This approach would ®nd all related proteins as long as it is never too far away from the center of the proteins found. (iv) In a linking method: all proteins related to the query protein will be clustered together, i.e. it does not matter where the center of related proteins is placed, as long as there is never too large a distance to its closest neighbor.
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agree with the secondary structure state of the residue.
Every two years, starting in 1994, the Casp conference has been organized to evaluate the ability to blindly predict the structure of proteins (Moult et al., 1997) . The blind predictions was deemed necessary to evaluate the different methods, as it was considered dif®cult to avoid creating a biased benchmark. One important outcome from the Casp process regarding fold recognition is that several groups using fundamentally different methods consistently perform very well. An extreme example is the excellent predictions by Murzin in Casp2 where no fold recognition methods were used but mainly biochemical knowledge (Murzin & Bateman, 1997) . However, a complication in Casp when evaluating fold recognition methods is the mix of fold and (easier) superfamily level targets.
It is thus our belief that a complementary way of assessing fold recognition methods is to use a complete benchmark while simultaneously separating the levels of similarity by ignoring hits also present in lower levels. Unfortunately, few fold recognition methods are publicly available, and others are still very time consuming. Therefore, we have only used three different methods, all showing some success in the latest Casp process: THREADER (Jones et al., 1992) , SAM-T98 (Karplus et al., 1997) and ssHMM (Hargbo & Elofsson, 1999) . The results from the fold recognition methods were compared with results from standard sequence alignment methods.
Results
The results of the all against all comparison of the 976 protein sequences are summarized as specsens curves in Figures 2, 3 and 4 and top ranks in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Starting on family level, Table 1 shows that the best method, the linking algorithm, ®nds 75 % of the sequences in top rank and that all methods except THREADER ®nd more than 65 % sequences in ®rst place. Figure 2 shows that at 100 % speci®city the best sensitivity is obtained by HMMER-PSIBLAST with 40 %, followed by PSI-BLAST with 37 %, while at lower speci®cities BLAST-LINK clearly performs best with a sensitivity of 54 % at 50 % speci®city.
For newly solved protein domains the results are rather similar to the behavior of the all against all comparisons. The different search methods ®nd between 57 % and 71 % of the proteins in ®rst rank. The best performance was obtained by SSEARCH and the worst by BLAST-LINK. Since there are only a few more domains detected by the best method it is doubtful if the difference is signi®cant.
As expected, protein domains related solely on superfamily level are harder to detect. For these pairs only 29 % of the superfamily related proteins were found in ®rst rank using BLAST-LINK (see Table 2 ). Almost as many pairs were found using SAM-PSIBLAST. At a speci®city higher than 30 %, the best results are obtained using PSI-BLAST that ®nds 4 % of the pairs at 100 %, speci®city while all other methods detect less than 2 % (see Figure 3) . At 50 % speci®city, PSI-BLAST detects almost 10 % of the superfamily related pairs.
In the set of newly solved protein domains the performance is worse than for the all against all comparison set, with only a few methods performing as well as on the complete set. However, both the SAM based methods, SAM-HSSP and SAM-PSIBLAST perform very well detecting 30 % and 23 % of the proteins in ®rst rank, respectively. Proteins related only on the fold level are even more dif®cult to detect (see Table 3 ), where it can be seen that the best method, THREADER, only ®nds 15 % of the related pairs in ®rst rank. Still, THREADER performs signi®cantly better than all other methods, ®nding twice as many proteins in ®rst rank and also a higher speci®city (see Figure 4 ). In Figure 4 it can also be seen that no method is capable of reliably detecting proteins related on the fold level as even THREADER only ®nds a handful of the pairs at a speci®city higher than 5 %, i.e. when 19 false positives are found for each true positive. The use of secondary structure constraints does not signi®cantly alter these results, neither did the optional sequence shuf¯ing step designed to ®nd false hits, data not shown.
The relative performance of THREADER compared to the other methods is not only re¯ected but also strengthened on the set of new protein domains (see Table 4 ). The performance of THREADER is clearly best detecting 42 % of the target correctly in the ®rst place and 65 % in the top ®ve ranks. The performance of the other methods is as low for this set as for the complete set, i.e. only a few percent of the targets are detected in the ®rst rank.
Discussion
A total of 40% of family level pairs but only 4% of superfamily pairs can be detected reliably
The most common use of sequence comparison methods is to search in databases to ®nd proteins belonging to the same family, i.e. those with similar function and clear evolutionary relationship. Both the results from ranking (see Table 1 ), and from the spec-sens curves (see Figure 2) , indicate that the best performance is obtained by BLAST-LINK. The exception is at speci®cities above 97 %, where PSI-BLAST and HMMER-PSIBLAST perform better. It should be noted that all methods using sequence information are good at identifying the correct family members, while THREADER performs signi®cantly worse. Using any of these methods about half of the members are identi®ed at a speci®city of 50 % and more than two-thirds of the members are correctly identi®ed in ®rst rank. Even if all these methods perform well, there are differences that are signi®cant and very important mainly for automatic assignments.
To identify proteins sharing superfamily but not family is much more dif®cult than identifying members of the same family as can be seen in Figure 3. From Figure 3 it is clear that the best sensitivity is obtained by PSI-BLAST, followed by SAM-HSSP and BLAST-LINK. Even though PSI-BLAST performs excellent, at high speci®cities there is still a long way to go until superfamily relationships can be detected reliably, as PSI-BLAST and SAM-HSSP only ®nd about 4 % of the possible matches at 100 % speci®city.
As expected, the performance of SSEARCH is slightly better than for BLAST2 at the family and superfamily levels (see Tables 1 and 2 ). However at high speci®cities BLAST2 performs slightly better than SSEARCH, showing that scoring scheme used in BLAST2 is better tuned for our benchmark.
Multiple sequence information helps finding evolutionary related proteins
Including multiple sequence information can in principle be done in three different ways (see Figure 1 ). The multiple sequence information can be used: (i) in an iterative fashion as in PSI-BLAST, (ii) with only a single iteration as when using the multiple sequence alignments from HSSP to create a hidden Markov model or (iii) by linking sequences through an intermediate protein.
We have used all three methods, while Park et al. (1998) only compared (i) and (iii). Besides these fundamentally differences between the methods there are different algorithms that can be used. The differences occur from how the multiple sequence alignments are made and how the information is coded into a hidden Markov model (HMM) or a pro®le method, such as PSI-BLAST. Park et al. (1998) showed that by using multiple sequence information three times as many proteins could be detected at a false detection rate of 1/ 100000. In Figure 2 we show a similar tendency, i.e. we ®nd signi®cantly more pairs using multiple sequence information. The improvements we ®nd are slightly lower than the ones obtained by Park et al. (1998) , probably due to that they compared on a superfamily level while our comparison is based on the family level. Another factor complicating the comparison with Park et al. (1998) is that they only show the part of the curves corresponding to sensitivities above approximately 80 %, and in that region the multiple sequence information is more important then at lower speci®cities.
So how is multiple sequence information best put to use? From the study by Park et al. (1998) , it is suggested that the best method should be an iterative one. Our results give a more detailed and somewhat different picture, showing that in general a linking method performs best at low speci®cities. The reason why we receive better performance using a linking method, we believe, is due to that Park et al. (1998) using FASTA for the linking, while we employed BLAST2. The problem using FASTA is that the expectation value depends on the size of the database and in a linking method the size of the intermediate database is much larger than in the ®nal database. In Park et al. (1997) the problem of using fasta was solved by using two different cutoffs (E 0.081 for the ®rst search and E 0.0006 for the second), while by using BLAST2 we only need a single cutoff. The results from this study, Park et al. (1997) and Salamov et al. (1999a) all agree in that at high speci®cities PSI-BLAST appears to be better than the intermediate search methods as it reliably detects more family and superfamily pairs (see Figures 2 and 3) . It seems as if at higher speci®city the tuning of any method and the exact way of using multiple sequence information is very important, and that PSI-BLAST is very well tuned for this. Among the hidden Markov models, HMMER-PSIBLAST performs best on the family level targets, while SAM-HSSP is superior on the superfamily level targets. Comparing our results from SAM-T98 with those described by Park et al. (1998) , it can be seen that an improvement appears to be obtained by using the method in an iterative way. However, using SAM-T98 iteratively is not computationally realistic for large-scale sequence searching. It can also be seen that the aid from multiple sequence information is not that big at lower speci®cities, for instance BLAST2 ®nds 42 % of the family related protein at 50 % speci®city, PSI-BLAST 47 %, the best HMM method 51 % and BLAST-LINK 54 %.
SAM-T98 is better at superfamily recognition while HMMER is better at family recognition
There are two different packages available that use HMMs for protein recognition, the HMMER-2.1 package by Eddy (1998) , and the SAM-T98 package by Karplus and co-workers, (Krogh et al., 1994; Karplus et al., 1997 Karplus et al., , 1998 . These two packages differ both in the way that a HMM is designed, where HMMER uses an architecture not allowing transitions from a gap to an insertion, and in the way expectation values are calculated. It should be noted that the present HMMER-2.1 performs signi®cantly better than the previous HMMER-1.8 which didn't use expectation values and an architecture similar to the one in SAM-T98 (data not shown).
It was a bit surprising to us that the two HMM methods perform this different, especially at high speci®cities (see Figures 2 and 3) . HMMER-PSI-BLAST and HMMER-HSSP match the performance of BLAST-LINK and PSI-BLAST on the family level and at high speci®cities the performance of HMMER-PSIBLAST is excellent. Using SAM-T98 with the same multiple sequence alignments it is impossible to reach very high speci®cities, indicating that some few false positives get unrealistically high scores. At the same time, using the data from Figure 3 and Table 2 it is clear that the performance of SAM-T98 is signi®cantly better than HMMER for superfamily recognitions, using the same multiple sequence alignments. It can be seen that SAM-T98 ®nds 30 to 50 % more pairs in ®rst rank than HMMER does using the same multiple sequence information.
When we only use proteins that are submitted to PDB after January 1, 1998 the results are similar, i.e. it shows that SAM-T98 is better at superfamily recognitions than HMMER, however the difference on family level targets is neglectable.
Using more sequences for building the HMM is not always better
If one decides to use a speci®c multiple sequence alignment method, the most important questions to answer are what database should be used and how should the multiple sequence alignment be done. Trying to answer these questions we used two different databases for the creation of multiple sequence alignments, either the HSSP database (Sander & Schneider, 1991) or by using PSIBLAST to create a multiple sequence alignment (see Table 5 ). The main difference between these two sets is that the PSI-BLAST alignments are being created from a much larger database including both TREMBL and SWISSPROT (Bairoch & Apweiler, 1996) , while HSSP was created from SWISSPROT only. In average each sequence was aligned to 25 sequences in HSSP and to 97 sequences using PSI-BLAST. As seen in Table 2 , the performance of SAM-T98 and HMMER were slightly increased by using the PSI-BLAST set at the superfamily ranking, while a much better sensitivity is reached using SAM-HSSP instead of SAM-PSIBLAST (see Figure 3) . The spec-sens curves (Figures 2 and 3) show that for some speci®cities the performance is better using the PSI-BLAST multiple alignment and for others the HSSP one. One notable feature is that using SAM-PSIBLAST it is not possible to reach high speci®cities either at family or superfamily levels. We have not been able to trace the reason why SAM-T98 has this problem but, somehow, HMMER solves the problem using exactly the same multiple sequence alignments. It is obvious that using a HMM ef®ciently is not that trivial, since it is necessary to choose the best combination of program, database and alignment algorithms to reach the best possible performance.
THREADER is much better at fold recognition
Even more dif®cult than detecting proteins that belong to the same superfamily is detecting proteins not belonging to the same superfamily but only sharing a common fold. This can be seen as no method reliably detects more than a few proteins related on the fold level (see Figure 4) .
In Figure 4 and Table 3 it can be seen that for the fold recognition targets the best performance is obtained by THREADER, Jones et al. (1992) . This method detects more than twice as many targets in ®rst rank, 15 %, as well as among the top ®ve, 38 %, than any other method. Further the sensitivity is much better for THREADER than for all other methods. The performance of the other methods are impossible to separate from the ranking but from Figure 4 it can be seen that BLAST-LINK and ssHMM, perform slightly better than the others.
It was a bit surprising to us that the performance of THREADER was so outstanding compared to all other methods; for example, Karplus et al. (1997) obtained good results using SAM-T98 in CASP2 and CASP3. It is our belief that this is partly due to the mix of superfamily and fold level targets in CASP and to the poor performance of THREADER at identifying superfamily, or family, targets. There are many other fold recognition methods not evaluated in this study, therefore we do not know if the superb performance of THREA-DER is generally true for fold recognition methods or only for THREADER. Certainly THREADER performs much better than ssHMM, however it should be noted that ssHMM is developed from version HMMER-1.8, which performs signi®cantly worse than HMMER-2.1. This makes us believe that it might be possible to increase the performance of ssHMM, and other prediction based methods, by using the improvements from HMMER-2.1. Of the sequence based methods it is clear that the linking method performed signi®-cantly better than the other methods (see Figure 4) .
Finally it should be noted that no method detects any fold related targets reliably, while THREADER detects almost one out of six targets in the ®rst rank, and more than one out of three among the ®ve ®rst ranked targets. This shows that to do well in fold recognition it is as important to have a method that ®lter out the false matches as a method that detects correct ones.
One reviewer noted that THREADER contained thousands of parameters, and since it is not unlikely that some of the proteins used in our testset were used to calculate these parameters, the results from the all against all comparisons could be biased by this. This issue can be adressed by additionally studying a set of proteins submitted to PDB after January 1st, 1998, and thus not used for parametrizing THREADER. Also for this set the performance of THREADER, detecting 42 % of the proteins in ®rst rank, is far superior to the other methods, none of which detects more than 10 %, Table 4 . This supports and strengthens the results of the all against all comparison.
Combining methods is difficult
From the results above it is very tempting trying to use a combination of methods to improve the performance; however, we have only obtained limited success with such approaches. The only signi®cant improvement that we obtained was by combining PSI-BLAST and BLAST-LINK, taking the average of a scaled score. With this the performance increase on the superfamily level was The same as HMMER-HSSP but using SAM-T98
HMMER-PSIBLAST SWISSPROTTREMBLbenchmark -pam blo-sum62.dat PSI-BLAST was used to create the multiple sequence alignment, allowing max three iterations SAM-PSIBLAST SWISSPROTTREMBLbenchmark -priorlibrary recode1.20comp
The same as HMMER-PSIBLAST but using SAM-T98 BLAST-LINK SWISSPROTTREMBLbenchmark -BLAST2 is used for intermediate searches, the score is calculated as the max of the two expectation values ssHMM (Hargbo & Elofsson, 1999) HSSP PhD Rost & Sander (1993) Multiple sequence alignment from HSSP and predicted secondary structure from PhD THREADER (Jones et al., 1992) --For each domain a template for THREADER was created, then the query sequences was threaded against all templates signi®cant, detecting 36 % of the pairs in ®rst rank and 43 % among the top ®ve, however the combined method did not improve the sensitivity, instead it dropped to zero before a speci®city of one was obtained.
Conclusions
Detecting related proteins is of extreme importance as the genome projects proceed, as this is the best method to assign structural, evolutionary and functional knowledge to a gene. For many years the standard method for detecting relationships between two proteins was to use a pairwise sequence alignment method. It was generally assumed that using multiple sequence alignments helps to ®nd more proteins, but only limited large scale benchmarking was done until recently. A few years ago things changed as it became easier to create a benchmark thanks to the excellent manual classi®-cation of protein relationships in Scop. These benchmark gave quite a conclusive picture of the best method to detect related proteins, including using an expectation value scoringscheme and multiple sequence information. These studies failed to use the full potential of the benchmark as they did not carefully separate the different types of relationships described in Scop, i.e. it is not at all certain that the method best at detecting proteins related on family level is also best at ®nding superfamily relationships. To gain a better understanding on how to detect related proteins we have extended earlier studies by (i) completely separating relationship levels, (ii) including all categories of sequence recognition methods and (iii) including fold recognition (threading) methods.
By the separation of relationship levels we show that a benchmark developed to compare algorithms that detect related proteins has to include several relationship levels. If this is not done carefully it is not possible to obtain a full understanding of how different methods perform, and wrong conclusions might be drawn. Further our study shows that: (i) Multiple sequence information helps to detect proteins related on the family and superfamily levels. (ii) For lower speci®cities the best way of including multiple sequence information is to use a linking method, while at higher speci®ci-ties better performance is obtained by PSI-BLAST, Altschul et al. (1997) , and some hidden Markov models (Krogh et al., 1994; Karplus et al., 1997; 1998; Eddy, 1998) . (iii) The HMMER (Eddy, 1998) , HMM program performs better than SAM-T98 (Krogh et al., 1994; Karplus et al., 1998) at family level, but worse on superfamily levels. (iv) The exact method to create multiple sequence alignments is of extreme importance to the HMM. (v) The fold recognition program THREADER (Jones et al., 1992) , performs signi®cantly better than any other method on fold level targets, but worse on all other levels.
Material and Methods

Benchmark database
In order to assess the performance of protein recognition algorithms it is important to use a large and broad set of related and unrelated protein domains with few errors. We created our benchmark by starting from the PDB40d set of Scop version 1.37. This database consists of a Scop subset where no two proteins have more than 40 % sequence identity (Brenner et al., 1998) . Since some of the algorithms needed the secondary structure and multiple sequence alignments, we used the de®nition in the latest release of HSSP (Sander & Schneider, 1991) . Unfortunately the sequences do not match completely, since (i) HSSP is created from another subset of PDB and (ii) proteins in Scop are divided into domains, which is not the case in HSSP. To overcome this we matched each sequence in PDB40 to the HSSP database and replaced it with the HSSP sequence if the match had a signi®-cance better than 1 Â 10 À5 using FASTA (Pearson & Lipman, 1988; Pearson, 1995) , and an alignment length equal to the original sequence. This procedure also removed all``non-protein'' entries in Scop, leaving 1130 out of the original 1272 sequences from PDB40. Some of the structures had missing atoms or sidechains, or the secondary structure elements were too random to create templates for THREADER (Jones et al., 1992) . Discarding these left us with 976 sequences for which multiple sequence alignments and secondary structures were read from HSSP. For the benchmark runs needing predicted secondary structure input we used the prediction from PhD (Rost & Sander, 1993) . The complete benchmark, including all multiple sequence alignments, secondary structure predictions and evaluation scripts is available from http://www.biokemi.su.se/ $ arne/protein-id/.
Comparison and assessment
Scop being a hierarchical database, relationships can be studied on different levels. In our case we wanted to perform the comparison throughout the hierarchy so the Scop fold, superfamily and family of each sequence were recorded and the benchmark run by matching every protein against all others in the set. Since all methods are much better at identifying closely related protein domains, we consistently chose to ignore hits from lower levels in Scop. Otherwise the score on, e.g. fold level would be a sum of fold, superfamily and family, dominated by the easier family level. Further, to avoid being biased by possible misassignments in Scop all proteins belonging to the same fold where ignored when annotating as false matches, as in Park et al. (1998) . Since there are almost one million pairs with different folds, this will only remove a very small fraction of the possible false hits. The size of the benchmark is described in Table 6 , where it can be seen that on all levels there are between 300 and 600 possible true hits to be found, and 944, 162 false ones. We have used two different criteria to analyze the performance of a particular method on our benchmark. First we simply examined the fraction of true hits in ®rst and top ®ve ranks, respectively. This is a very intuitive measure, but it tells nothing about the reliability of the match, i.e. a match could be the top rank but still have a very low score as long as all other hits have even lower scores. To overcome this limitation we have used specsens plots (Rice & Eisenberg, 1997; Arvestad et al., 1999; Hargbo & Elofsson, 1999) as a complementary measure, describing the fraction possible correct hits found as a function of the fraction found hits being correct. The main advantage of this is that it measures the ability of a method to reliably ®nd all pairwise matches in the database. The fraction possible correct hits found, sensitivity, is de®ned as:
where TP(score) is the number of correct hits having a score above score, and FN(score) being the number of correct hits with a score less than score. The speci®city measures the probability that a pair of sequences with a score greater than a certain threshold really is a true hit, de®ned as:
where FP(score) is the number of false hits that have a score above score and TP is de®ned as above. The sensitivity is plotted as a function of speci®city, each point corresponding to a certain score. This measure is similar but not identical to the plots described by Park et al. (1997) and (1998) where sensitivity, referred to as``fraction of homologous pairs detected'', was plotted against`r ate of false positives''.
Additional testset
One reviewer noted that THREADER (Jones et al., 1992) contains many parameters and it is not unlikely that some of the proteins might have been used in our testset were used to calculate these parameters, the results from the all against all comparisons could be in¯uenced by this. Therefore we have in addition to the all against all comparison used another set of proteins that are matched against the 976 target folds. These proteins were selected from all structures deposited in PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977) after 1 January 1998. From these proteins only the ones that were classi®ed in scop-1.41 to belong to the same fold as one target protein domain was selected. Finally all proteins with more than 40 % identity to any of the 976 targets proteins were ignored. After this procedure 119 proteins remained. We have only studied the ranking of these studies as there are too few data points to create reliable spec-sens curves. This testset will be referred to as the new set.
Matching methods
All algorithms used in this study are summarized in Table 5 , classi®ed into three categories: methods using: (i) only single sequence information (BLAST2, SSEARCH); (ii) multiple sequence alignments (PSI-BLAST, HMMER-HSSP, HMMER-PSIBLAST, SAM-HSSP, SAM-PSIBLAST and BLAST-LINK); and (iii) structural information (ssHMM and THREADER).
BLAST2 (Altschul et al., 1997) , and SSEARCH (Pearson & Lipman, 1988; Pearson, 1995) were used with default parameters, taking the expectation values for score and matching a query sequence against the benchmark database. We refrained from including the results from FASTA (Pearson, 1995; Pearson & Lipman, 1988) as it employs the same scoring scheme as SSEARCH, but with a heuristic algorithm, delivering at best performance equal to SSEARCH.
PSI-BLAST iteratively collects sets of related sequences to ®nd more proteins. We have used the method with default parameters, allowing for a maximum of 25 iterations. During the iterations we used a larger dataset consisting of the complete SWISSPROT-35 and TREMBL-5 databases (Bairoch & Apweiler, 1996) together with the benchmark sequences. Finally only sequences that belonged to our benchmark were recorded.
An alternative use of multiple sequence information is to ®rst create a multiple sequence alignment of a family of proteins and then use this multiple sequence information for a search. This would thus be similar to a single round of an iterative method. The main advantage with this method is that it is much faster, allowing for computationally more demanding algorithms to be used in the multiple sequence alignment and search algorithms. We have created multiple sequence alignments from two sources, either the HSSP database or a maximum of three rounds of PSI-BLAST. Other alignments we tried, such as more rounds of PSI-BLAST, produced worse results. The resulting alignments were used with the SAM-T98 and HMMER-2.1 hidden Markov model programs, using default parameters including the use of a substitution matrix.
In linking (or intermediate search) methods Abagyan & Batalov, 1997; Park et al., 1997; Arvestad et al., 1999; Salamov et al., 1999a) two proteins are de®ned as related either if the score is above a certain cutoff or if there is a third protein related to both above a cutoff. Our approach, BLAST-LINK, differs from that described by Park et al. (1997) , since we have based our study on BLAST2 instead of on FASTA, the advantage with BLAST2 being that the expectation values do not depend on the size of the database searched. This makes it possible to use a single cutoff instead of two as described by Park et al. (1997) . Arvestad et al. (1999) used a similar method, but with non-heuristic algorithms for the alignments and different scoring. The main difference between this and our approach is that we have used a larger databases in the intermediate search, while they used the same database as for the ®nal matching step. Salamov et al. (1999a) used a method very similar to ours, the main difference being that they recalculated the expectation values from BLAST2 or FASTA, while we used the default ones.
We have studied two fold recognition methods, THREADER (Jones et al., 1992) , and ssHMM, (Hargbo & Elofsson, 1999) . THREADER can be used both with and without predicted secondary structure constraints and also perform a shuf¯ing step to help detecting false matches, but since we did not notice any signi®cant difference with any of these we chose not to include the results from the shuf¯ing or constrained searches. ssHMM was used with default parameters, using the multiple sequence alignments from HSSP and predicted secondary structures from PhD.
